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Computer Hardware Tutorial 

For a good review of the hardware of a typical PC, go to the following site: 
 
 http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/hardhard.html
 
Using this online tutorial, be familiar with 

Computer peripherals 
 External:  mouse, monitor, keyboard, printer, speakers, etc. 
 Internal:   hard drive, CDRW or DVD drive 

Motherboard: 
 expansion slots; AGP video card slot 
 connectors for all drives, keyboard, mouse, and USB devices 
 RAM (random access memory, typically 512 Mb) and memory sockets 
 CPU (central processor unit)  

 
Network adaptor may be a network interface card (NIC) in an expansion slot or built into the 
motherboard.  NIC’s have largely replaced phone-line modems. 
 
Power Supply Unit (supplies 12 and 5 V DC power, the unit most likely to fail.) 
 
Computer BIOS and Operating System Tutorials 

The BIOS (Basic Input / Output System) is located in permanent memory on a motherboard chip.  
It contains the information of the computer hardware configuration required by the Operating 
System (OS located on the first hard drive) needed to start up (to boot) the system.  For good 
brief tutorials, go to the following sites: 
 
BIOS:  http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/swhw.html
 
OS:  http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/osintro.html
 
Typical OS for a desktop PC is Windows XP, or MAC OSX, or a version of Linux.  Study the 
above tutorials and learn the roles of the OS in coordinating system resources, particularly its 
role in communicating with system peripherals and routing data between the RAM memory, hard 
drive memory and the CPU. 
 
Basic Application Software Tutorials 

http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/hardhard.html
http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/swhw.html
http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/osintro.html
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A 10-lesson PowerPoint presentation, prepared by Chad Birger and Dennis Roark for  
Com 104, is available online and can serve as a quick review.  Go to this site: 

 http://www.usiouxfalls.edu/~droark/files/

 
Glossary of Important Terms:    Become familiar with terms in the following glossary. 

 http://www.comptechdoc.org/basic/basictut/terms.html

Computer Programming Example and Algorithm Development 
For an introduction to programming and programming languages see Lesson #5 of the  
Com 104 PowerPoint presentations described above: 
 http://www.usiouxfalls.edu/~droark/files/com104/lesson_5.pps
Review the Euclid algorithm for finding the gcd of two integers described in 
praxis_descrete_2.doc of this USF Praxis Review series.  The algorithm is implemented below, 
both recursively and non-recursively.  The C++ language is sufficiently self-documenting to 
permit translation to other languages.  The function gcd(u, v) is passed two integers u and v and 
returns their greatest common divisor.  The four implementations show progressive refinement 
and elegance. 
 
int gcd_1 (int u, int v)   // Euclid's algorithm for gcd -- by (u-v) 
{        
 int t; 
 while (u>0) { // iterative version, exit condition 
  if (u<v) { // swap u and v if u is smaller than v 
   t = u; 
   u = v; 
   v = t; 
  } 
  u = u - v;  //  gcd also divides u - v 
 }    //  repeat while loop until u = 0 
 return v;   //  return the gcd 
} 
 
int gcd_2 (int u, int v)   //  As above but uses remainder operator for fewer iterations 
{ 
 int t; 
 while (u>0) { 
  if (u<v) { 
   t = u; 
   u = v; 
   v = t; 
  } 
  u = u % v; //  new value of u is the remainder of u / v 
 } 
 return v; 
} 
 
int gcd_2a (int u, int v)   //  Optimized version of gcd_2 that avoids repeated swaps 

http://www.usiouxfalls.edu/~droark/files/
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{ 
 int t; 
   while (v>0) { 
  t = u % v; 
  u = v; 
  v = t; 
 } 
 return u; 
} 
 
int gcd_3 (int u, int v)   //  Euclid algorithm by recursive function calls 
{ 
 if (v > 0) 
  return gcd_3 (v, u % v);  //  recursive function calls for simpler case 
 else       // else sets up exit condition for simplest (basis) case 
  return u;     // return of greatest common divisor, recursion “unwinds” 
} 
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